Cosmetic surgery – curse or blessing?

Pre-task:
We all want to be more attractive. To reach that goal we do sports, eat healthily and get enough sleep. But some people want to do more and undergo surgery.

Which cosmetic procedures do you know? What are the procedures and operations called in your language? For help look e.g. at the chart below:
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**Task 1:**
Find information on plastic surgery in Brazil on the internet. What do you think about this?

E.g.: An audio document: [In Brazil, Nips And Tucks Don’t Raise An Eyebrow](about plastic surgery in Brazil).

You can read the article afterwards or at the same time for a better understanding.

**Task 2:**
What are the positive and negative aspects of cosmetic surgery? Each of you takes one position – plastic surgery is good or plastic surgery is bad - and thinks of arguments. Then debate those arguments!
Follow-up activity:
Not only perfect looks make people happy. Take a few photos of things that make you happy and send them to your partner. Tell one another, why these things make you happy!
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